The internal energy U of the real, neutral-gas particles of total mass M in the volume V can have positive and negative values, whose regions are identified in the state chart of the gas. Depending on the relations among gas temperature T , pressure p and mass-specific volume v V M = , the mass exists as a uniform gas of freely-moving particles having positive values U or as more or less structured matter with negative values U . In the regions 0 The ther-modynamic and quantum-mechanical formulations of the internal energy of a particle system only agree if both the macroscopic and microscopic energy scales have the same absolute energy reference value 0. 
The ther-modynamic and quantum-mechanical formulations of the internal energy of a particle system only agree if both the macroscopic and microscopic energy scales have the same absolute energy reference value 0.
Introduction
Investigated here are thermodynamic properties of a real single-component gas of mass M in the volume V . In accordance with Gibbs [1] , the internal energy U is assigned to the gas, composed of a very large number of particles, and the entropy S to its distribution in V . It is not the total energy of M in V that is considered, i.e. not the contributions from relativistic or kinetic and potential energies of a mass system moving in external fields, but only the contributions resulting from all time-independent kinetic and potential energies in V averaged over all particles. The sum of energies exchanged between the particles can take a positive, negative or else vanishing value U , depending on the conditions to which the gas is subjected.
Dependence of the Sign of the Internal Energy of the Real Gas on the Aggregate State of Its Mass
Phenomenologically, a distinction is to be made between three thermodynamic conditions under which the gas is in equilibrium. Thermodynamic equilibrium states that the fluid particles are homogeneously distributed in the particular phase volumes and satisfy there the Boltzmann equation, i.e. the equation of kinetic theory. By means of variation of the external parameters, temperature and pressure, the mean distance d between fluid particles, which are continually in motion, can be varied; this distance determines the statistical mean value of both the thermal energy and the attractive energy of the particles in each phase volume and is thus related to the aggregate state of the particular fluid mass. In the following, the ratio of the mean distance between fluid particles at given temperature, pressure and volume to that assumed at the critical state, is denoted as ( ) In the following, the physical processes occuring when the gas approaches the critical point are investigated. In the course of cooling the kinetic energy of all gas particles decreases and at the same time their binding energy increases. This also raises the probability that particles with diameters of the order 10 
. Because one has 0 U = , the mean value of the square of the energy fluctuations occurring is [3] ( ) ( )
The square root 
Thermodynamic Verification of the Value U = 0 for the Internal Energy at the Critical Point
In accordance with the thermodynamic theory of Willard Gibbs [1] it is possible to calculate every thermodynamic property of a real gas. The quantities uniquely determining the gas are the absolute values of mass M , volume V , internal energy U and entropy S , which represent the external or extensive parameters of the gas system. The likewise absolute quantities, temperature T , pressure p and chemical potential µ , are referred to as intensive parameters.
They are defined by
T p µ one knows the equilibrium state of the gas in V , which is also described by Gibbs's fundamental equation [3] 0. The theory provides the Gibbs-Duhem equations as the sum of the products of the extensive parameters and the differentials of the corresponding intensive parameters [3] . By enlisting the fundamental equation one then obtains the explicit expressions for the internal energy and entropy [3] :
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For the saturated fluid, whose two phases vapor and condensate have the same values ( )
to give the temperature dependence of the heat capacity:
This relation states that in the case of the saturated fluid there is no difference between a heat capacity at constant volume and one at constant pressure.
In the following, it is to be proved once again that the zero value of U is thermodynamically fixed by Gibbs's theory as 0 U = at the critical point.
We consider a saturated fluid which according to Gibbs 
The relative mass distributions with the value 1 2 at the critical point are
In accordance with the masses the values of the internal energy and entropy in the partial volumens v V and l V are divided as follows:
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where we abbreviate by putting, for example,
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Whereas u is a function of the variables v and T , the quantities v u and l u are pure temperature functions since, for example, it holds that ( )
The quantity ( ) 
This representation is possible if, by analogy with Equation (4.2) for U , also
The system of Equation (4.10) provides three relations for determining the reference value for the internal energy. Discussion of this is conducted through the mass-specific quantities u , v u and l u , whose temperature dependences are described as follows:
The difference ( ) v l u u − yields the Clapeyron-Clausius equation: 
This relation can be enlisted as definition of the critical volume,
If the volume function 
The mass-specific energies can thus be put in the simpler form:
It can be shown that the volume function v can be explicitly represented by the following thermodynamic expression [7] :
The 
Energies as extensive parameters can be added and subtracted. From
follows in addition to relations (4.13) and (4.19) that ( ) ( ) ( ) 
From this it follows that the ratio of the phase-specific energies to the evaporation energy is likewise universal:
It can readily be shown that the internal energy of the saturated fluid 
U M V T can also be calculated from the heat capacity ( )
U M V T and ( )
, , C M V T have a discontinuity at the triple point and increase monotonically as T :
The entropy relation analogous to Equation (4.25) is
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Relation between the Internal Potential and Thermal Energies of the Particle System
By definition, at a given configuration of a particle system the internal energy 
For a certain particle configuration the sum pot th U U + thus expresses the law of internal energy conservation. In turn, with the internal energy value given the particle arrangement in the system is fixed and stable. From relations (6.1) it follows that and .
pot th th pot
According to relations (2.1)-(2.3) the value of U depends on the mean inter-particle separation r :
Relations (6.2) and (6.3) are represented, for example, in Figure 2 of ref. [8] for the two-phase water fluid. In this special case it holds that 0, where 0, 0
Relations ( 
This relation can immediately be derived from Equation ( 
The arrows of µ in Figure 9 .4 and Figure 9 .5 of ref. [3] have to be put in the opposite direction to get the correct relation d d 0 p µ < , since for c T T < the chemical potential µ is a negative and concavely curved function of pressure p [6] .
The thermodynamically established result 0 U = states that the statistical mean value of the internal energy of a particle system vanishes under the condition of equal energy contributions of binding and repulsion. The same result must be afforded by quantum mechanical calculation of stationary energy states of a particle system because thermodynamics and quantum mechanics are based on the same suppositions when treating a particle system, viz. the conservation of energy and momentum and application of statistical laws [3] [9] .
Cohesion of all system particles is accomplished by interatomic interaction of the particles, which are continually in motion. Quantum mechanical calculation of the stationary and stable energy states provides as result the revealing picture of discrete energy steps arranged above one another. The lowest energy step constitutes the ground state of the particle system and the energy levels above specify the particle system completely. A particle system is then in the ground state of lowest energy when its cohesion by binding energy is maximal and the kinetic energy components are minimal. A particle system may consist of a single atom or a multitude of particles. For example, a Bose-Einsteincondensate. From a statistical point of view, bosons are to be treated as undistinguishable particles; consequently, the sum of the lowest particle energy of N condensed bosons, viz. Nu boson < 0, yields the zero-momentum, ground state energy of the particle system BEC, which is negative and denoted by BEC U .
If thermal energy is supplied to a structured particle condensate which can absorb it in discrete energy quanta and step by step can then change the arrangement of its particles, with sufficient excitation energy the energy level is reached at which the binding and excitation energies have equal values and particle cohesion is no longer given. This energy level is assigned the internal energy zero. Above this level system particles move freely and have positive internal energy.
The energy zero of a particle system, 0 U = , is determined by the transition from the bound state particles to freely moving particles. In relation to the number N of a particle system, the negative energy value of the condensate is low for a quantum system with 1 100 N = → , which may be quantum mechanically calculated, and high for a macroscopic system with N of order Avogadro numbers, which can only be treated by thermodynamic methods. In other words, the energy reference value 0 U = is the same for both the microscopic and macroscopic energy scales.
Thermodynamically, the decisive energy transitions in the case BEC can be described as follows: The cold gas mass M of critical temperature BEC T is contained in the volume gas V and has the critical density gas 
Results and Discussion
Gibbs formulated (1873) the Thermodynamic Theory on the properties of matter [1] just a few years after Andrews's pioneering observations (1869) and prior to the development of quantum physics (as of 1900). Enlisting statistical laws, the theory allows correct description of macroscopically perceived matter, a system composed of a very large number of atomic or molecular particles.
Gibbs investigated the thermodynamic equilibrium of the particle mass M in a volume V . The thermal properties of the system are characterised by introducing an internal energy U and entropy S (Equation (4.2 
